
Aeon Dream Studios releases visual novel demo
inspired by BTS, To the Edge of the Sky
The chart-breaking Korean pop band is featured in an
original storyline.

FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, April 8, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- On March 22nd, independent visual
novel game developer Aeon Dream Studios (ADS)
debuted its first visual novel demo for To the Edge of the
Sky. The demo is based on popular South Korean boy
band Bangtan Boys, commonly known internationally as
BTS.

Enter the year 2077 and become Seven, the newest
addition to Phantom Alpha, a secret team who operates
under the enigmatic government organization known as
P.H.A.N.T.A.S.M. After joining, you find yourself
befriending the other rookie on the team, an incredibly
skilled youth known as Zero. As you meet the other
members, you quickly learn that while vastly talented,
each of them is clearly much more than meets the eye.

Regardless of your differences, you quickly learn what
Phantom Alpha can do. But together, you soon discover
that on the other side of the radiant world of light, lies an
equally dark world of shadow. Can you brave these worlds
and trust the men by your side?

The demo is a small part of a larger game concept and is an attempt to gauge BTS fan feedback on
the idea of visual novels based on the group’s story concepts for both international and domestic fans.
ADS plans to present the demo to BigHit Entertainment to discuss the opportunity to work together on
the project. 

BTS are known for their symbolic, literature-inspired concepts in both their songs and music videos.
ADS has taken inspiration from those concepts in order to create an original world that expands upon
those themes. The story takes place in a post-apocalyptic universe in the near future with characters
based on the band’s members. 

The demo is currently available for free download. For more information, please visit
https://aeondreamstudios.itch.io/to-the-edge-of-the-sky.

About Aeon Dream Studios: Started in 2015, ADS is an international all-female team of passionate
creators seeking to vanguard the English visual novel industry. ADS pioneers unique and diverse
titles for contemporary audiences who enjoy enthralling stories with a profound message. You can
visit us at www.aeondreamstudios.com
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